The Spell Casting Club's 7-Step Magickal Transformation Guide

1. 6-Minute Magickal Reset
2. Divine Your 1 Thing
3. State Your Magickal Desire
4. Perform Magickal Acts
5. Select Your Spells
6. Cast Your Spells
7. Energy Support Rituals

Repeat

How to turn any dream into reality... Like Magick!
Dear Spell Casting Club Student,

Today I'm going to share a simple 7-step “Magickal Method” you can use to attract your deepest desires (one at a time) with The Spell Casting Club. These are the steps I have been following in my own Magickal practice since I was very young, and I know it will serve you well in life.

The 7-Step Spell Casting Club Magickal Transformation Guide you are reading at this moment can create an unlimited number of positive changes in your life with the greatest of ease... in any areas of life you desire.

I've put great love and care into these simple steps, and I've “magnified” the power of the Magick Formula (LOVE LIGHT + TEACHER + FOCUS = MAGICK) throughout each one.

You will follow all 7 steps, purely FOCUSED on ONE THING. (Your most important desire at the time.)

And as you follow the simple steps inside this Spell Casting Club Magickal Transformation Guide, the other “pieces” of the Magick Formula will naturally activate.

You'll attract LOVE LIGHT from others... and you'll also attract the guidance of Magickal TEACHERS.

This simple “Magickal Method” doesn't exist anywhere else in the world. It was created by me, for YOU, with LOVE.

I've boiled down a lifetime of Magickal (and life) experiences into these 7 simple steps you can follow again and again as you build a life you truly desire... the life you were meant to lead.

The following pages will break down each of the 7 simple steps, so they are easy to follow.

Please print the last page of this guide now. It's called: “Your Spell Casting Club Statement of Magickal Desire”.

You will fill this out during step #3. (After you decide upon the single desire you wish to attract next.)

Then, you will tape it to a place you'll see it every day. Follow the simple instructions on it once per day to attract what you desire faster than you ever dreamed possible.

Always remember:

“The burning desires in your heart and soul were meant for you.”

With LOVE LIGHT and Brightest Blessings,

Rose Ariadne

Your Warm And Caring “Resident Witch In Charge”
7 Simple Steps For Attracting Your Deepest Desire By Creating A Magickal Transformation With The Spell Casting Club...

**STEP 1:** The “6-Minute Magickal Reset”

**STEP 2:** DIVINE Your “ONE THING”

**STEP 3:** COMPLETE Your “Statement Of Magickal Desire” Printout

**STEP 4:** PERFORM 1 “Magickal Act” Per Week (At Least!)

**STEP 5:** SELECT Your Spells

**STEP 6:** CAST Your Spells

**STEP 7:** PERFORM 1 Magick Energy “Support Ritual” Each Day

**IMPORTANT:** Before you begin, please print out the LAST page in this Magickal Transformation Guide called "Statement of Magickal Desire". You will fill it out with each simple step below. :)
Before you begin attracting your deep desire, it is important to “clear and reset” your energy and balance.

If you don’t cleanse your intention, energy, and reset your balance -- experiencing Magickal Success won’t come as easy. I want the results you seek to flow smoothly and easily into your life.

This step is simple.

Just login to your Spell Casting Club Account right here:

https://www.spellcastingclub.com/login/

... and look for the “Instructions/Welcome” link on your front page.

Click and scroll down to the “6-Minute Magickal Reset” video.

Find a comfortable and peaceful place to sit and follow along with Owlvine Green on this amazing 6-Minute journey.

A sense of peace will fall over you as your energy... your balance...and your intentions “reset” – and your soul prepares to create Magick in your life.
Next, you must define the FOCUS for your Magickal Transformation.

If you are like most Spell Casting Club students, you are a dreamer... and you have a lot of different desires!

And it is healthy to have a variety of desires because your desires keep us moving forward in life. Plus, each desire creates hope in your heart – and hope is never a bad thing. 😊

However, Magick works best when we FOCUS on just ONE of these desires at a time. And as hard as it may be to choose one to attract, choose you must for best results.

So... how do you pick just one thing? If you are having a hard time deciding, I've got a simple method to help, and it will take just a few minutes...

1. **On a piece of paper, create 4 columns.** Make sure the first column is the widest, as shown in the example on the next page. Above the grid, label the columns “Desire”, “Impact”, “Ease”, “Magickal Rank”.

2. **In the first column (“Desire”) write down each desire you have right now in your life.** Write 1 desire per row in this column.

3. **In the second column (“Impact”) for each desire, write a number between 1 and 10 that represents the positive impact attracting this desire will have on your life.** (1 means it would have little positive impact, a 10 means it would have a LOT of positive impact.)

4. **In the third column (“Ease) for each desire, write a number between 1 and 10 that represents how easy it would be to attract this desire on your own, without Magick to help you.** (1 means it would be very difficult to attract. A 10 means it would be extremely easy to attract.)

5. **In the fourth column (“Magickal Rank”) for each row, simply multiply the “Impact” number with the “Ease” number, and write it here.**

6. **Circle the desire that has the highest “Magickal Rank”.** If there’s a tie, use your intuition to choose which one will make you happiest once you attract it, and circle it.

The desire you circle will be the one you focus on through the rest of your Magickal Transformation.
Example List Of Desires

Here is an example of a list of desires my assistant Ash Rowan made, so you can see how to do it...

In this example, Ash will focus his Magickal Transformation on getting a new job he LOVES! Why? Because it's Magickal rank is higher than any other desire on his list.

Once he's done, he'll focus on his next highest "Magickal Rank" desire - "Lose 15 Pounds".

(IMPORTANT: calculate the Magickal Rank by multiplying the "Impact Number" by the "Ease Number".)
STEP 3: COMPLETE Your “Statement Of Magickal Desire” Printout

Now that you know the specific desire you will FOCUS on next, please print the “Statement Of Magickal Desire” on the last page of this PDF. (If you haven't already.)

Next, grab a pencil or pen and prepare to fill out the printout with thought and care. (I like to use pencil first just in case I want to make changes... then I use a pen to make it permanent once I'm satisfied.)

Please follow these steps in order to complete Your “Statement Of Magickal Desire” sheet.

1. Write the 1 Deep Desire you will be focusing 100% of your Magickal Energy on in the “Your 1 Deep Desire” box.

2. In the box over the center moon, write down exactly how you will feel when you attract the desire you seek. What emotions will you feel? What positive things will happen in life once you have it? Be as descriptive and emotional as you can.

3. Next, fill out the “What Negativity Will Go Away?” box. In this box you will write a list of negative “things” that will disappear from your life once you attract this desire. (These negative “things” could be feelings, emotions, thoughts, situations, experiences, etc.)

4. Next, fill out the “Others Who Will Benefit” box. Here you will write a list of other people you care about who will also benefit from your desire. How will it positively affect their lives? (Everything that comes to us in life affects others around us... whether our happiness spills over into their hearts, or whether it influences their lives more directly.)

5. Now it's time to fill out the “ Spells I Will Cast” section. Select between 1 and 3 Magick Spells to cast from The Spell Casting Club. Give this some careful thought. As you look for spells, never lose sight of the SINGLE deep desire you've chosen to attract... and pick 1, 2, or 3 spells (max) that feel right to you. Look for spells that are already FOCUSED on your desire... or spells that can easily be customized (with the help of a Magickal Teacher) to FOCUS on your desire.

Look for Spell Casting Club Spells in these 3 places:

» Inside your Magickal Training Area.

» Inside The Spell Casting Club Spell Catalog.
» By asking your Magickal Teachers (and fellow Spell Casting Club Students) for suggestions in the SECRET Facebook Group.

» By emailing your Magickal Teachers through the Private Spell Casting Club Magickal Teacher email inbox.

6. Next, fill out the “Magickal Acts Of Kindness” box. To do this, come up with 2-5 “Magickal Acts” you will perform each week until you attract your desire.

These are simple little acts of Kindness (with a side of LOVE!) that you will perform for loved ones, friends, acquaintances, and random strangers. (Keep in mind, you can perform the same ones over and over for different people, so don’t feel pressure to come up with a long list... unless you want to!)

I recommend sitting for 10 minutes at your favorite “sacred space” (either in your home, or outside) with a pencil and a piece of paper.

Think about the people in your life, and how they may need help or support.

Then think about your talents, skills, and emotions.

Now, connect the needs of others with ideas about how you can help.

Let the ideas flow as you create a list of simple “Magickal Acts” you will perform over the coming days at weeks to make others smile.

Using just a few words for each, write your “Magickal Acts” into the box.

Here are some examples to help stir up ideas...

» Give someone an unexpected gift. (A plant? A gratitude card? A cup of coffee?)

» Give someone an unexpected hug, for no other reason than you care for them.

» Call someone out of the blue to say how much you care and see how their day went.

» Offer your time to help someone in need by giving them support... or helping them with some task.

» Look for an elder who may need help in a store,... and offer your aid with a smile.

» Reach out to someone you know experiencing some sort of emotional or
physical pain (face to face if possible) – be present, and give them your full attention.

» Take a loved one on an unexpected getaway you know they will love. (A hike? A movie?)

You get the idea... 1 simple “Magickal Act” each week to be the LIGHT you wish to see in the world. When you touch others out of kindness and LOVE, this powerful energy comes straight back to you – acting as “Magickal Fuel” for your spells, and the attraction of your deepest desire.

7. Finally, fill out the “Magickal Support Actions” box.

To do this, make a list of simple actions you can take every day to support your Magickal Spells. Some examples of these are...

» Keep a gratitude journal for the things you already have in your life.

» Speak positive affirmations in the mirror each morning about your desire.

» Send out your resume to another job opportunity you feel good about. (If your desire is to get a new job you LOVE, for example.)

» Tell a person in your life how you feel about them. (If your desire is to strengthen your relationship with another.)

» Think of a new business idea, think about ways to improve your existing business if you have one already, or start looking for a new job you really want. (If your desire is for more prosperity, for example.)

» Do 1-3 daily meditations on how it will feel when you attract your desire.

» Find a simple workout routine and or eating plan and follow it (If your desire is in the area of weight loss or health, for example.)

Just write a short list into the box after a little thought.

Always remember: you must show the Universe how much you want something, by taking positive actions toward your desire.

By taking positive action toward your desire, the Universe allows your Magick spells to work wonders!

When you combine Magick with positive action, it becomes easy to attract your deepest desire with spells. (And it happens faster than you can imagine!)
Once you’ve completed each section, tape your final “My Daily Magickal Moment” sheet someplace where YOU will see it each morning and evening. (I like to tape it to my bath-room mirror... however you can put it somewhere more discreet – as long as you remind yourself to look at it each day.)

At least once per day, review your “My Daily Magickal Moment” sheet and take just 1 minute to close your eyes and experience how it will feel when you attract your deepest desire. Allow yourself to dream, and experience it as if it is happening.

When you open your eyes – read each item you've written down – and make a mental note to do the “next thing” on the sheet according to the step you are currently on in the Spell Casting Club “Magickal Transformation” at the top of this PDF.

**Bonus “Statement Of Magickal Desire” Step:** this step is optional and powerful!

Simply take a picture of your Spell Casting Club “My Daily Magickal Moment” sheet and post it to the SECRET Spell Casting Club Facebook Group... or send it to your Magickal Teachers using the private “Teacher Only” Spell Casting Club email address.

If you are comfortable doing this, you will “telegraph” your desire (and your “Magickal Plan” to attract it), to people who love and support you... and the Universe at large!

Something amazing happens when you let the world know about your plans... and your desire. Everything “solidifies” in the heart of the Universe... and your deep desire begins to draw closer almost immediately.
It’s true: the energy you put forth into the Universe, comes back to you.

In this important step, you will pick 1 “Magickal Act” of kindness to perform each week (at minimum), from your Spell Casting Club “My Daily Magickal Moment” sheet. (You can also go outside your list if a new act of Kindness pops into your mind.)

Just make sure you perform these Magickal Acts for the right reason: because you truly want the other person to feel good! <3

And of course, the MORE Magickal Acts you perform each week, the more positive LOVE LIGHT energy will build in your life... and into your spells.
STEP 5: SELECT Your Spells

You will choose 1-3 spells from the list you made inside your “My Daily Magickal Moment” sheet to cast. (It’s possible you filled out more than 3 spells on your sheet – that’s OK...but I highly recommend focusing on no more than 3 spells.)

I recommend using any suggestions you received from your Teachers, fellow Spell Casting Club Students, and your own intuition to gently “tweak” each spell for your specific desire. This could be as simple as changing 1 chant, or 1 item in the spell.

You want each spell to “align” with the deep desire you wish to attract.
Plan a day, time, and place to cast each spell you’ve selected by following the guidance of your Magickal Teachers and/or the instructions in the spell.

Feel the emotion you have for your desire with each spell you cast... and know that all within The Spell Casting Club are sending you positive energy and LOVE LIGHT for you to manifest your deepest desire at this moment.

Spell Casting Club Students and Teachers from every corner of the globe are with you.

And don’t just believe your desire will come to pass. Know that it will because the Magickal Process you are going through was designed with care, love, and many years of Magickal Experience, Lessons Learned, and Wisdom for what really makes magick WORK.

For Magickal Bonus Points: post a picture of your spell altar inside the SECRET Spell Casting Club Group after casting your spell... and let us all know how it went... and how you feel. <3
STEP 7: PERFORM 1 Magick Energy “Support Ritual” Each Day

Now that you have sent your intentions into the Universe with your Spell Casting Club Magickal Spells... focused on your very specific deep desire... boosted with the LOVE LIGHT of your Magickal Teachers and fellow Spell Casting Club Students around the world...

... it is time to “feed” the spell with more of your desire and will to show the Universe how important this is to you... and that you will do whatever it takes to attract what you desire most.

Look at the Supporting Rituals you listed on your Spell Casting Club “Magickal Daily Moment”, and write a simple little schedule next to each one in parenthesis. I suggest writing “(Daily)” next to the supporting rituals you’ll do every day, and “(Weekly)” next to the supporting rituals you’ll do one per week.

Doing these on a set schedule will keep your spells alive, active, and growing with power with each moment that passes.

As you perform these, keep LOVE in your heart... DESIRE in your spirit... and BELIEF in your soul.

The Universe will have no choice but to send you what you truly desire.

“Let The Magick Happen!”

And here we are, at the end of your 7 steps... what do you do next?

You “Let The Magick Happen” by continuing with your daily Magick Energy Support Rituals every day or week based on the schedule you created next to each one.

You will also continue to rotate through your Magickal Acts...doing at LEAST 1 per week.

Simply continue doing these until your deepest desire Magickally “appears” in your life.

And it will! Just follow these simple instructions carefully... maintain your focus... and continuing to manifest your desire with Magickal Acts and Daily Rituals.

Once you've attracted your deepest desire, you'll simply select your NEXT most important desire... print and fill out your Magickal “Statement Of Desire” and go through the 7 steps all over again. <3
Sweet soul, things are about to change dramatically over the coming weeks and months as your deepest desires begin flowing into your life with this amazing 7-Step Spell Casting Club Magickal Transformation by your side... making Magick “work” in ways you never dreamed possible.

Please keep us updated in either The SECRET Spell Casting Club Facebook Group or The Private “Magickal Teacher Only” Email Address.

You know where to find us... now go forth and “Let The Magick Happen!” 😊

Brightest Blessings,

Rose Ariadne

Your Warm And Caring “Resident Witch In Charge”
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